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Ark how to get element

The element is the main component of the equipment of the Tek layer. Collect [Edit | Edit Source] Boss [Edit | Edit Source] Collected after killing the boss's inventory (except Rockwell and The Oversielar). The amount of money will vary depending on the difficulty of the boss. The harvest method does not multiply the amount. Once you are
teles reporting from the arena, you can take it out ane, so make sure to grab it immediately. Another way to get elements is to find and defend element nodes in the arc: extinction DLC, spawning around the wasteland. This is the fastest way to get elements! Amount per boss [Edit | Editorial Source] Note that Rockwell and the Titans leave
no element to death, regardless of difficulty. Read the following sections to learn how to get them in each DLC section. The Crafting |Edit Source element is used to create Tek Tier armor and items. It also works as fuel for Tek's structure and ammunition for Tek weapons. It is also used to create the element shards needed to power some
Tek structures. Assual [Edit | Edit Source] On the assading map, the boss (Rockwell) does not drop the element. However, it can be created using charge nodes that are naturally seen on the map. Crafting elements require adage-specific resources such as Gem, rechargeable batteries, and element Ore. Even after this time, the node
must fully restore all 5000 charge before it can be seen as active. The charging node cannot be used to provide battery charging, charging lights or crafting elements until it is active. The charging node can generate three elements every 43 minutes, including the time it takes for the node to charge itself to 5000 and the eight times the
charge battery required for the element. Note that when you fully charge 10 batteries, the charge node is completely depleted and inactive until the charge is charged, so there are no more than 9 batteries in the charging node when forging elements. Extinction [Edit | Editorial Source] This section is about DLC exclusive content that DLC:
Endangered Elements can be unlocked at level 58 and created using 1000 element dust. Once created, there is a 2-minute spawn timer before the unstable element turns into a normal element. Alternatively, they are rarely collected from fully defended element nodes. Genesis [Editing | Editorial Source] This section is about content
dedicated to DLC: Genesis: Part 1 One element can be purchased from HLN-A with 2,000 hexagons. Elemental fragments are rarely mined from green-marked stones found in the moon's biome. The red crystal formation of the volcanic biome can be mined for a significant amount of elemental debris. Notes/Trivia [Edit |Editorial Source]
In-game elements were first revealed on ARK Digest 22 on November 18, 2015. [1] Elements are not allowedBetween official servers or clusters. With the introduction of extinct DLC, it is possible to transfer elements between servers in the form of their dust variants. However, survivors on the server where the dust has been transferred
must have learned the unstable elements from the dlc mentioned above to make the most of it. In ARK: Part 1, from anomalies to Genesis, all forms of elements tend to be commonly found in the most dangerous places in the game. Assomy: Surface and Elemental Area Extinction: Wasteland Creation Part 1: Volcano and Moon Biome
Explorer Note Lore [Editing | Editorial Source] Edmund Rockwell declared the element's name Edmundium. In Genesis: Part 1, a buff apparently known as the Powered, apparently sometimes occurs on gauntlet missions, and the message that occupies it is EDMUNDIUM SURGERES, which refers to Rockwell's name for the element.
Liquid elements seem to be decayed creatures and survivors, as Rockwell rotted by it. Based on Rockwell Note #29, according to Homo Deus Helena/The Waiter, the elements have their own minds. In Helena's extinction note #24, it seems that the elements can dream through and act accordingly, as Helena sees a vision of a prism of a
purple figure with her claws on her molten heart, and the same purple figure suddenly marched towards her. This turns into reality when hordes of Titans are marching by Helena and the survivors shortly after Helena experiences a dream. In extinct DLC, some creatures are spoiled by raw elements, deprived of their spirit, and moved as a
single cluster regardless of their natural instincts and temperament. Helena's/Explorer's Note #16, she explains that elements that tempt victims to twist them with promises of warmth, needs and desires are stuck until they can't get out of the strongest and smartest crazy hole. In Extinction, explorers have said that Titan is a huge
concentration of elements, and that even more elements help the expanding element by creating more Titans to make more space to grow. HLN-A Genesis: Part 1 Story Explorer Notes #20 Inventors using Element did not predict that chemicals would change in a pert-prone way. She also pointed out that element levels are increasing
within the Genesis simulation, which is probably due to the corrupted impact on the master controller simulation. Elements in the game are stable versions where gems and other elements contain their energy in their solid form. Rockwell points out that liquid elements are elements in the purest yet most unstable form when separated from
impurities that maintain the stability of the metal. Elements are chemicals with properties that are superior to known real-world materials. Those waiting for Explorer Note #14 pointed out that it is difficult and can take a much higher temperatureIt is more flexible than copper and can make unprecedented levels of electricity and radiation
much higher than known realistic chemicals. Its properties quickly passed discovery, impact, invention, and production. In Rockwell Scorched Earth Explorer Note #26, Rockwell noted that elements have unusually strong metal bonds and high melting points since pointing out that normal forging cannot be melted with HLN-A Genesis: Part
1 Tidbit Note #64, HLN-A discusses the 19th-century novel The Coming Race and the culture of its focus: Vril-ya.Vril-ya had a society that depended on Vril, the whole penetrating fluid they mind-control. HLN-A believes vril sounds like a characteristic of liquid elements. Genesis: Ending the cut scene in Part 1, the elements and their
decay are possible for boarding Rockwell, however, something that is impossible because it was only in the simulation, outside of the simulation, following HLN-A and its corruption. The origin of the element is also unknown to Helena, who is Homo deus. In Santiago Note #6, Santiago explains that the elements were not common during
his time in the early 22nd century, only in small amounts. He also noted that elemental mines were needed to extract chemicals from the ground when he said the extinct city must have been above an undisbed vein. This means that Element was found in negative amounts deep underground in a solid state, spoiling the organism and
unable to enter the lower crust. #15を待つ⼈は wonder if the elements came from meteorites or from the ground. #18ダイアナ絶滅注に⾔及して, she notes the elements infected in the lower layers of the Earth's crust, as if the elements came from the sky and began to take root deeply in the Earth. It is not known where the element came
from. During lore, elements were a major factor in the first place in the arc universe that made Earth a dangerous wasteland. In Diana Note #18, the histogram shows that the concentration of the elements is two common metals found today, the third highest on the damaged earth, ahead of iron and aluminum. The potentially heavy
concentrations and masses of elements added to the earth's entire surface and deep crust could explain why the planet's rotation around its axis slowed dramatically to the point where it stopped rotating. In Santiago Note #7, the technique performed on the elements plants itself in the soil and releases a negative amount of the said
substance back into the atmosphere. You can't grow an element to a dangerously high level for thousands of years. He points out that centuries of war with Tek weapons are solely responsible for creating massive element spikes. This is later confirmed by HLN-A, which says the United Republic of Earth and The Run(The two TEks
empowered the Waring state to which Diana and Santiago each belonged), both vying for supremacy with each other. In Santiago Note #8, Santiago noted that from some of his spy missions, he noticed that elements were being applied for civilian use. The use of both civilian and military ties in elements is not known together. HLN-A
Genesis: Part 1 Tibit Note #51, people from all backgrounds used elements before the earth collapsed. She also says the elements are the main reason why Earth in the ARK universe is a complete mess. Images of what appear to be giant human or titan giant figures are shown in the tidbit notes. Given that the century-long war between
URE and the Commonwealth has caused great damage to the planet and its resources, people will resort to eating anything when food runs out. This leads to mutations by human elements that turn them into giants like Rockwell. The idea comes from reading some of the sanctuary's holo-banners referring to emergency rationing, where
violations of rations result in punishment. But once these emergency rations were gone, people resorted to consuming elements as food after the natural food supply was all but wiped out because of the war. HLNA Genesis: Part 1 Explorer Notes, HLN-A describes elements as infinitely strong and adaptable substances. This is an
example because through extinction, all in-game Titans except Titan King adapted to proto-ARK's environment by having the ability to take advantage of the weather. All observations with a degree of science are based on theory as a way of destroying something in more detail, its unusual properties, and how Tek layer technology applies
its use. The main method of elemental decay appears to be the growth of fungal-like organisms, which appear to emit high levels of radiation in liquid form that unnamed creatures have been forced to adapt to and evolve, aling this radiation does not ionize cells like gamma rays, but appears to bend and re-form the organism's genetic
material when injected directly into the blood. Genetic levels and images from the discovery of #11 HLNA found that when DNA is broken down by an element and somehow the DNA fits again, the element replaces many of the chemicals found in the DNA. This is a substance that can somehow act on multiple chemical properties at once.
Given that dna causes mutations when modified, elements seem to cause mutations, but they do seem to occur on a more lethal and larger scale of organisms with relentless changes in the DNA of organisms. In the charge node of the assading, the protrusion of the molecule is shown. The molecules seem to have 5 quadrheds
connected to each other. Because the element is madeThe node may have its molecular structure. Since the element has been shown to resemble any molecule that can make a quadrhedra, its decaying properties can probably replace and replace elements of the ground or organic organisms. This may explain why damaged creatures
appear to be made mainly of elements, and how the unusual properties of elements in energy and durability make them stronger than unrupted variants. Seen with the naked eye, stable elements can form hexagonal shapes that bind to other stable elemental molecules/formula units. Since a four-sided body can be made, the element
seems to be a non-polar molecule when bound to other elements. The property of being non-polar allows the element to freely enter the cells of the organism, since the cell membrane is mainly made of fat. This in turn begins to rot by manipulating the DNA by oxidizing it, but other materials needed to make a stable element make it polar
and prevent it from entering the cells freely. This is further evidenced in HLN-A Discovery #11, where elements are repositioning DNA along with additional elements. The elements seem to have mysterious properties that allow creatures and Titans to grow to Titanic size. Titanosaurs on the island are the largest land creatures in history
that are out of touch with the elements. Creatures larger than Titanosaurs have elements in their bodies. Rockwell, and the Titans, are examples. The element has one of the strongest metal bonds and one of the best melting points of any chemical. High melting points indicate that chemicals can absorb and release a lot of energy in the
form of kilojoules. Due to its unusually high melting point and its nature, some creatures have adjusted to use the elements in their environment: that talon snow owl, the element, explains its cold talon touch and seems to absorb much of the heat from its victims. The ability of the element to absorb heat seems to be greater than water,
which is one of the best chemicals to insulate heat, since it requires a lot of joules to raise the temperature of the water by 1 degree Celsius. It also seems to emit very cold element particles to freeze its prey. The element absorbs all of the heat to achieve this. Managarmur The bottom of managarmur's body is lined with elements. With the
socket on your feet, the combustion can occur on a concentrated scale at your feet and move forward as you advance through the sky with propulsion. The element stores all the energy from the food it eats. The digestive system of clattering may be side by side with the elements. It can probably function as a high-quality filter that can
organize any random substance and excrete high-quality resources. Elements of Veronasaurus focus on its intestines and itsbenefit itself and the elements that are part of it. The spines of the head and tail are embedded in the cavity, and the roots of the spine are shining, so the elements seem to act like gunpowder. This makes it more
explosive than gunpowder. Because gas bags are affected by elements, the substance can withstand huge pressures, and gas bags seem to be able to absorb more air than any other creature. This element can withstand large levels of pressure that can cause the gas bag to float at one point. Based on all the explorer notes of extinction,
the mind of the element hive and its hen seem to follow this order of hierarchy of control: element hive mind (general element) - active element of control element hive mind pillar (King Titan and Rockwell) - send commands of the element to its henchman. It is considered the neural tube of the element hierarchy. Titans and damaged
creatures - execute orders from the heart of the element hive. Resources[Edit |edit source] ↑ Arc Digest 22 ↑ Interview on PCgamer.com PCgamer.com
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